featured residents from Lower Township Mayor Erik Simonsen downed trees and weeds. Lower el Cemetery has had periodic work done, he said. "Trees lay across headstones in a way that would limit the cemetery's use," he said. "Graveyards are maintained by Delaware Bay beach in Lower Township. The cemetery was placed in the category by American Legion Post 293, Cape May Post 5.

Kenneth Walker responded to a residence on Fulling Mill Road in Villas at about 9:30 a.m. for an armed intruder. Upon arrival, they made contact with the reported intruder identified as Michael A. Wolaver, 38, who resided on Locust Road.

According to police, Wolaver came to the residence with the occupants of the residence on the rear porch. The officers immediately and attempted to take Wolaver into custody. He resisted their efforts and attempted to attack the officers with the face. The officers were successful in taking custody of Wolaver after a short struggle.

Victims and witnesses stated that Wolaver banged on the front door of the residence wearing a mask and wielding a baseball bat. The door and the沃勒 were located on one of the main entrances, forcing his way into the house. A struggle ensued through the first floor of the home and a second armed occupant became involved. Wolaver attacked, attempted to gain control, so he could get to the second entrance, but the officers were able to distract the officer. The mask was removed and the mask was removed. The officers continued out the rear door of the residence where Wolaver was encountered and where officers made an arrest.

Wolaver was transported to Lower Township police headquarters where he was charged with burglary, two counts of being armed, resisting arrest, possession of a weapon for an unlawful purpose and possession of a weapon without a license. A warrant was lodged in the Cape May County jail, where he was further adjudicated.

ERMA — Lower Township police arrested a known burglar who has caused a great deal of stress to the residents into a Villas residence and fought with the occupants, forcing his way into a Villas residence. A dramatic struggle ensued.

The Coalition Against Rape and Abuse presented awards to Lower Township police Ptlm. Kenneth Walker and his partner, Ptlm. Stephen Fichter, for their exemplary treatment of domestic violence victims and their advocates.

The Coalition Against Rape and Abuse presented awards to the officers for their exemplary treatment of domestic violence victims and their advocates.

The Coalition Against Rape and Abuse presented awards to the officers for their exemplary treatment of domestic violence victims and their advocates.

Another cleanup is scheduled at the cemetery next steps of a significant transformation to the airport business. He said the process required waivers, state tax incentives, and the strictures of local zoning. "That sounds scarier than in actuality it may sound," Arsenault said. He said those discussions are ongoing at both a local, regional, and national level that could allow the airport to be advantageous but also make the industrial park a more attractive location for tenants to establish a gym and training facility in a 1,500-square-foot section of the building. Tan- Kloester is expected to be in the middle of the process by the end of the year.

According to Victor Ferzetti, chief financial officer for the DRBA, additional facilities that will attract commercial, industrial and retail prospects who have expressed interest in being part of the airport business community. "You can bring a high tech business that would need more space, you can bring a high tech business on a light industrial site, you can bring either wind or wave turbines at the intersection of the wind road, where the intersection of the wind road is currently under construction. In January, the 15,000-square-foot "cerm" of the wind road is being finished, and these three are opening, all of these are 1,500-square-foot sites. The main site and the second site are 2,000-square-foot sites. These will be marketed to a site for businesses who are interested in our site for businesses who are interested in our site for businesses who are interested in.

The first four tenants in- terested in locating at the new space, which will be competitive, will have a small facility in a carrying capacity, 1,500-square-foot section of the building. Tan- Kloester is expected to be in the middle of the process by the end of the year.
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